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Abstract 

The bounded confidence model is a popular tool to model the evolution of preferences and 

knowledge in opinion dynamics. In the bounded confidence model, it is assumed that all agents 

are honest to express their preferences and knowledge. However, in real-life opinion dynamics, 

agents often hide their true preferences, and express different preferences to different people. In 

this paper, we propose the evolution of preferences with deceptive interactions and heterogeneous 

trust in bounded confidence model, in which some agents will express three types of preferences: 

true preferences, communicated preferences and public preferences. In the proposed model, the 

communication regimes of the agents are established. Based on the established communication 

regimes, the true preferences, communicated preferences and public preferences of the agents are 

updated. Furthermore, we use an agent-based simulation to unfold the influences of the deceptive 

interactions and heterogeneous trust on the evolutions of preferences. 

Keywords: Preference evolution; Bounded confidence model; Deceptive interaction; 

Heterogeneous trust; Communicated preference 

1. Introduction

In real life, people often express their preferences and knowledge over the economic, social

and political issues [1-12]. Their preferences are always evolved due to the interactions among 
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different people [13]. Opinion dynamics provides a well-established basis for describing the 

evolutions of preferences among individuals and for determining the finalized preference states, 

with many specific opinion dynamics models already developed [14-16]. Based on the 

representation of preference and knowledge with discrete or continuous values, the existing 

opinion dynamics models can be roughly divided into the respective classes of discrete and 

continuous models. Discrete opinion dynamics model mainly includes the voter model [17-18], 

the Snajzd model [19], the Ising model [20], the social impact model [21], the Axelrod Culture 

model [22], the Rumors model [23-24]; while continuous opinion dynamics models include the 

DG (DeGroot) model [25-27],and the bounded confidence model [28-29]. 

Among the existing opinion dynamics models, the bounded confidence models and their 

modified extensions have been widely applied in exploring public opinion formation and social 

contagious behaviors [30-31]. In the bounded confidence model, it is assumed that the agents only 

influence each other if the difference among their opinions is not larger than abounded confidence 

threshold. There exist two classical bounded confidence models: the Deffuant-Weisbuch (DW) 

model [28, 32] and the Hegselmann-Krause (HK) model [29]. Both models use the concept of 

bounded confidences, but differ in how many other agents each agent can interact with at a certain 

time. Based on the DW model and the HK model, scholars have developed some interesting 

extensions, such as the opinion dynamics model in the social networks [33-34], the noise bounded 

confidence model [35-36], the consensus reaching in the bounded confidence model [37-38], the 

bounded confidence model with different communication regimes [39-40], and other extended 

bounded confidence models [41]. 

Prior studies on the bounded confidence framework have made significant contributions, and 

they are useful to analyze real-life problems in opinion dynamics but there still exist some gaps in 

the bounded confidence model that must be filled because 

(i) In the existing bounded confidence models, each agent expresses his/her preference and

knowledge honestly. However, in real-life opinion dynamics agents often hide their true

preferences and express different preferences to different people [42-48].In particular,

rapid expansion of online social media (e.g., Wechat) increases the probability of

deceptive/dishonest interactions.

(ii) The existing bounded confidence studies assume that each agent completely trusts other
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agents’ preferences, an assumption that is sounded when all agents are honest. However, 

as mentioned in (i), some agents may be dishonest, and an agent might not completely 

trust the opinions that other agents express to him/her, and we argue that the trust level 

among agents has a key role to play in the bounded confidence model. 

Hence, the main aim of this paper is to investigate the preference evolution with deceptive 

interactions and heterogeneous trust in bounded confidence model, and the influences of the 

deceptive interactions and heterogeneous trust on the HK bounded confidence model. 

The proposal can be applied to deal with some real world problems such as, when the 

government attempts to publish a proposition on the gay marriage, it is necessary to investigate the 

dynamics of people’s preferences on whether the marriage should be defined between man and 

woman. In this situation, people were asked to express their preferences in public, i.e., public 

preference. However, to safeguard the privacy, people’s public preferences don’t imply their true 

preferences. Furthermore, based on the heterogeneous trust, each individual will express different 

preferences (i.e., communicated preferences) to different people. Since the proposal is 

incorporated into the deceptive interactions and heterogeneous trust, it can provide the decision 

support for the government to investigate preference evolutions of people. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the classical HK bounded 

confidence model. Then, based on the studies by Castellano et al. [33] and Gross and Blasius [49], 

the bounded confidence model with deceptive interactions and heterogeneous trust in opinion 

dynamics is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, simulation experiments are designed to 

investigate the influences of deceptive interactions and heterogeneous trust in the HK bounded 

confidence model on the evolutions of preferences. Finally, Section 5 summarizes and highlights 

the major contributions of this paper. 

2. The HK bounded confidence model 

In this section, we introduce the HK bounded confidence model in brief, which is also the 

fundamental model of our study. The DW model and the HK model both rely on the idea of 

repeated averaging under bounded confidence. They differ in their interaction regime. In the 

DW model, agents meet in random pairwise encounters after which they compromise or not. In 

the HK model, each agent moves to the average preference of all agents which lie in his/her area 

of confidence. Thus, when using the DW model as the basis of our study, a similar work can be 
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run. 

Let 
1 2{ , ,..., }NA A A A  be a set of agents and t  be a discrete time, respectively. Let 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))T

NX t x t x t x t     be the preference profile at time t  of the set of agents, where 

( ) [0,1]ix t   denotes the preference expressed by agent 
iA A  at time t . Let   be the 

bounded confidence of the agents. 

Let ( , ( ))iI A X t   be the confidence set of agent 
iA  at time t , and let ( )ijw t  be the 

weight that agent iA  assigns to agent jA  at time t , i.e., 

1
, ( , ( ))

# ( , ( ))( )

0, ( , ( ))

j i

iij

j i

A I A X t
I A X tw t

A I A X t


    

  

,    1,2,...,i N ,     (1) 

where ( , ( )) { || ( ) ( ) | }i j i jI A X t A x t x t       , and # ( , ( ))iI A X t   is the number of agents in 

the set ( , ( ))iI A X t  . An agent iA  only takes into account the agents jA  in ( , ( ))iI A X t  . 

The preference ( 1)ix t   is formed as follows: 

( , ( ))
( 1) ( ) ( )

j i
i ij jA I A X t

x t w t x t
 

    ,    1,2,...,i N .      (2) 

 

3. The proposed model 

In this section, based on the HK model, we propose the preference evolution with deceptive 

interactions and heterogeneous trust in bounded confidence model. Similarly to the HK model in 

Section 2, let 1 2{ , ,..., }NA A A A  be a set of agents, t  be a discrete time, and   be the 

bounded confidence level. 

3.1 Four types of preferences 

Motivated by the study of Barrio et al. (2015) [46], in the proposed opinion dynamics each 

agent will have four types of preferences: true preference, communicated preference, public 

preference and estimated true preference. Each agent will express four types of preferences within 

a numerical interval [0, 1], where ‘0’signifies the completely positive opinion on the issue, and 

‘1’signifies the completely negative opinion on the issue. The smaller preference value indicates 

the agents will provide more positive opinion. For example, when the government wants to 
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publish a new policy, the citizens can use the value within the interval [0, 1] to express “support” 

or “opposition” on the policy. 

(1) True Preference 

Let ( ) [0,1]ix t 
 
be the true preference of 

iA  at time t , for 1,2,...,i N . We assume 

that ( )ix t  is only known by agent 
iA . 

(2) Communicated preference 

Since each agent has different trust levels with respect to different agents, he/she will express 

different preferences to different agents (i.e., deceptive interactions). We call these opinions the 

communicated preferences. Let ( ) [0,1]ijz t   be the communicated preferences that the agent 

iA  expresses to agent jA  at time t , for , 1, 2,...,i j N  and i j .Generally, the larger trust 

level that iA  assigns to jA , the closer the communicated preferences ( )ijz t
 
is to the true 

preference ( )ix t . We assume ( )ijz t  is only known by agents iA  and jA . 

(3) Public Preference 

Each agent will disclose a preference to all the other agents, and we call it the public 

preference. Let ( )iy t  denotes the public preference of iA  at time t , for 1,2, ,i N . 

Based on the study by Barrio et al. (2015), ( )iy t
 
is determined as the average of all 

communicated preferences:  

1,

1
( ) ( )

1

N

i ij

j j i

y t z t
N  



        (3) 

(4) Estimated True Preference 

An agent does not know the true preferences of other agents, and also often cannot 

completely trust the received communicated preferences from other agents. Thus, when receiving 

other agents’ communicated preferences, he/she will estimate the true preferences of these agents. 

For any ,i jA A A , iA
 
can utilize two kinds of preferences, i.e. public preference and 

communicated preference, to estimate the true preference of jA . Let ( )ijf t  ( i j ) be the 

estimated true preferences of jA  from the agent iA  at time t : 
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( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )ij ij ji ij jf t z t y t    ,    , 1,2,..., ;i j N i j         (4) 

where [0,1]ij   denotes the trust level that agent 
iA  assigns to agent jA . In this paper we 

assume the trust levels among the agents don’t evolve over time. The trust levels among the agents 

have great influence on the estimated true preferences. As the trust level agent 
iA  assigns to jA

increases, so does the trust agent 
iA
 
gives to the communicated preference ( )ijz t . 

3.2 Evolution of Preferences 

The preferences ( 1)ix t  , ( 1)ijz t  and ( 1)iy t   are formed as follows: 

Because an agent does not know the other agents’ true preference, the estimated true 

preferences are used to estimate the confidence set of each agent. Let ( , ( ))iI A X t
 
be the 

estimated confidence set of agent iA  at time t , where  

( , ( )) { || ( ) ( )| }i j i ijI A X t A x t f t                       (5) 

Let ( )ijw t  be the weight that iA  assigns to jA  at time t ,  is determined by 

( , ( ))

, ( , ( ))
( )

0, ( , ( ))

j i

ij

j i

ijA I A X tij

j i

A I A X t
w t

A I A X t









 




               (6) 

In Eq. (6), the greater the value ij , the higher the weight ( )ijw t  that iA  assigns to jA . 

Next, let ( 1)ix t   be the true preference of agent iA  at time 1t  , then 

1

( 1) ( ) ( )
N

i ij ij

j

x t w t f t


                           (7) 

Let ( 1)ijz t   be the communicated preference that agent iA  expresses to agent jA  at 

time 1t  , where 

( ) (1 ) ( ) ( , ( ))

( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( , ( ))

( )

ij i ij ij j i

ij i
ij j i

i

x t z t A I A X t

z t x t
z t A I A X t

x t

   


  




          (8) 

In Eq. (8), when ( , ( ))j iA I A X t , iA  will update the communicated preference 

( 1)ijz t   between the previous true preference ( )ix t  and the previous communicated 

( )ijw t
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preference ( )ijz t , with high values of ij  indicating that the agent 
iA
 
will be more willing to 

express his/her true preference to jA  at time 1t  . Otherwise, 
iA
 
will not reveal the 

information of his true thought to jA , and thus we assume that he will keep the same ratio of his 

communicated preference to his true preference at the time 1t  . 

Let ( 1)iy t   be the public preference of the agent 
iA  at time 1t  . Following Eq. (3), 

we have 

1,

1
( 1) ( 1)

1

N

i ij

j j i

y t z t
N  

  

                      (9) 

Note 1. When using the DW or HK model as the basic model to proceed with preference 

evolution, the main difference can be reflected by the estimated preferences. In the DW-based 

model, each agent will only estimate the true preference of a random selected agent. However, 

in the HK-based model, each agent will estimate the true preference of all the other agents. 

In the following, we use an example to clearly illustrate the evolutions of four types of 

preferences. 

Example 1. Assume five agents { 1 2 3 4 5, , , ,A A A A A } and the bounded confidence  0.2. 

The true preferences (0)ix  are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The true preferences (0)ix  

iA  
1A  

2A  
3A  

4A  
5A  

(0)ix  0.11 0.16 0.39 0.64 0.67 

The communicated preferences (0)ijz  are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The communicated preferences (0)ijz  

 1A  2A  3A  4A  5A  

1A  - 0.15 0.22 0.07 0.34 

2A  0.19 - 0.34 0.25 0.42 

3A  0.32 0.21 - 0.38 0.49 

4A  0.51 0.62 0.34 - 0.43 

5A  0.35 0.67 0.78 0.44 - 

The public preferences (0)iy  are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. The public preferences (0)iy  

iA  
1A  

2A  
3A  

4A  
5A  

(0)iy  0.22 0.24 0.45 0.54 0.60 

The trust levels ij ( , 1, 2,...,5i j  ) among the agents are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4. The trust levels ij  

 1A  
2A  

3A  
4A  

5A  

1A  - 0.84 0.65 0.85 0.43 

2A  0.85 - 0.54 0.71 0.32 

3A  0.84 0.61 - 0.97 0.76 

4A  0.69 0.92 0.37 - 0.49 

5A  0.47 1 0.76 0.52 - 

Then, based on Eq. (4), the estimated true preferences (0)ijf
 
are calculated in Table 5. 

Table 5. The estimated true preferences (0)ijf  

 1A  
2A  

3A  
4A  

5A  

1A  - 0.198 0.366 0.515 0.493 

2A
 0.161 - 0.320 0.597 0.622 

3A
 0.220 0.301 - 0.346 0.737 

4A  0.117 0.249 0.424 - 0.522 

5A
 0.276 0.420 0.480 0.483 - 

Based on Eqs. (5)-(6), the weights (0)ijw  are calculated in Table 6. 

Table 6. The weights (0)ijw  

 1A  2A  3A  4A  5A  

1A  - 1 0 0 0 

2A
 0.612 - 0.388 0 0 

3A
 0.350 0.251 - 0.399 0 

4A
 0 0 0 - 1 

5A
 0 0 0.594 0.406 0 

Furthermore, based on Eq. (7), the true preferences (1)ix  are calculated in Table 7. 
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Table 7. The true preferences (1)ix  

iA  
1A  

2A  
3A  

4A  
5A  

(1)ix  0.198 0.223 0.291 0.522 0.481 

Based on Eq. (8), the communicated preferences (1)ijz  are calculated in Table 8. 

Table 8. The communicated preferences (1)ijz  

 1A  
2A  

3A  
4A  

5A  

1A  - 0.112 0.396 0.126 0.612 

2A  0.165 - 0.243 0.348 0.584 

3A  0.379 0.320 - 0.390 0.366 

4A  0.416 0.505 0.277 - 0.533 

5A  0.252 0.481 0.696 0.560 - 

Based on Eq. (9), the public preferences (1)iy  are calculated in Table 9. 

Table 9. The public preferences (1)iy  

iA  
1A  

2A  
3A  

4A  
5A  

(1)iy  0.313 0.335 0.363 0.433 0.497 

Based on Eq. (4), the estimated true preferences (1)ijf
 
are calculated in Table 10. 

Table 10. The estimated true preferences (1)ijf  

 1A  2A  3A  4A  5A  

1A  - 0.192 0.373 0.418 0.392 

2A
 0.146 - 0.340 0.484 0.492 

3A
 0.383 0.279 - 0.282 0.649 

4A
 0.184 0.347 0.373 - 0.528 

5A
 0.453 0.584 0.365 0.485 - 

 

4. The influences of the deceptive interactions and heterogeneous trust 

    In this section, we investigate the influences of the deceptive interactions and heterogeneous 

trust in the HK bounded confidence model, and we select the following four indexes in the 

simulation investigation: 

(1) The stabilization time ( ST ). The stabilization time refers to the time that the opinions of 

all the agents reach a stable state. In the simulation, we consider two kinds of stabilization time: 
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Let 
xST  and yST  be the stabilization time for the public preferences and the true preferences, 

respectively. If there exists time 
1t , such that 

1 1| ( ) ( 1) | 0.001i ix t x t    for each agent
iA , 

then we consider that the true preferences of all the agents reach a stable state at time 
1t , i.e., 

1=xST t . Meanwhile, if there exists time 
2t , such that 

2 2| ( ) ( 1) | 0.001i iy t y t    for each 

agent 
iA , we consider that the public preferences of all the agents reach a stable state at time 

2t , 

i.e., 2=yST t . 

(2) The number of clusters ( NC ). A cluster refers to the set of agents whose preferences 

have no difference, and in our simulation, we assume that there is no difference if the difference 

between two preferences is smaller than 0.001. We denote by xNC  and yNC  the number of 

clusters for the true preferences and the public preferences in a stable state, respectively. 

(3) The correct rate of estimated confidence sets (CRE). Let 
*t  be the time for the true 

preferences of agents reaching the stable state, i.e., 
*

1t t , and let 
*( )ijf t  ( i j ) be the 

estimated true preferences of jA  from iA  at time 
*t . For any two agents iA  and jA , if one 

of the following two cases is satisfied:  

(a) 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i jx t x t    and 

* *| ( ) ( ) |i ijx t f t   ; 

(b) 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i jx t x t    and 

* *| ( ) ( ) |i ijx t f t   , 

then iA  makes the right estimation for jA  being or not in his/her confidence set at time 
*t .  

Let 
*( )ire t  be the set of agents with right estimation made by iA , then 

*( ) { |i jre t A

* * * * * * * *| ( ) ( ) | and | ( ) ( ) | } {| ( ) ( ) | and | ( ) ( ) | }i j i ij i j i ijx t x t x t f t x t x t x t f t           , 

and let 
*# ( )ire t  be its cardinality. If 

*
* # ( )

( )
1

i
i

re t
CRE t

N



, let CRE  be the average 

*( )iCRE t  value of all the agents, i.e., 

*

1
( )

N

ii
CRE t

CRE
N




. 

(4) The size of the lies (SL). Let 

* *

*
| ( ) ( ) |

( )
1

i ijj

i

x t z t
SL t

N







 
be the average 
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differences between the true preference and all communicated preferences that agent 
iA  

expresses, which is used to measure the size of the lies of such agent 
iA  at stable state time 

*t .Let SL  be the average value of all the agents 
*( )iSL t  values at time 

*t , i.e., 

*

1
( )

N

ii
SL t

SL
N




. 

Next, before conducting the simulations, we define the concept of honest agent as follows: 

For each agent iA , if all the communicated preferences expressed by iA
 
are same to his/her true 

preference at any time t , i.e., ( ) ( ) ( )ij i iz t y t x t  ,then we say that agent iA  is an honest 

agent. As commented in Section 3.1, each agent only know his/her own true preference. Thus, 

each agent is not able to judge whether other agents belongs to honest type. 

Furthermore, because the effects of the bounded confidence value   in the original HK 

model and our proposal are similar, without loss of generality, we set   to be a fixed value of 

0.15 in all simulation experiments. 

4.1 The influences of the deceptive degree of public preferences  

In our simulation, the initial true preference (0)ix  ( 1,2,...,i N ) is a random number 

sampled from the uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1], and the initial communicated 

preference (0)ijz
 
is a random number sampled from the uniform distribution on the interval 

[max(0, (0) ),min(1, (0) )]i ix r x r  , where r  shows the difference between the public 

preference and the true preference. And the initial public preference is obtained as: 

1,

1
(0) (0)

1

N

i ij

j j i

y z
N  



 . Obviously, the higher the value of r , the larger the difference 

between (0)ix  and (0)iy , and thus we can use r  to measure the deceptive degree of public 

preferences. Furthermore, the value of the trust level ij  is a random number sampled from the 

uniform distribution on the interval [0, 1].  

Next, we investigate the influences of the deceptive degree of public opinions r  and the 

bounded confidence   on the HK bounded confidence model. 

Let 500N  . Eqs. (3)-(9) are used to obtain the values for ST , NC , CRE  and SL

under different r  and   values. We run the simulation 500 times, obtaining the average values 

for ST , NC , CRE  and SL  under different r  and   values, which are shown in Figures 
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1-4. 

 

Figure 1: The 
xST  and yST  values under different deceptive degree of the public preferences r  and different 

bounded confidence   

In Figure 1, we show the influence on the stabilization time xST  and yST
 
with varying 

values of the deceptive degree of public preferences r  and bounded confidence  . We obtain 

two observations: (1) both the values of xST  and yST
 
increase as r  increases; (2) both the 

values of xST  and yST
 
increase as   increases. This implies that it will take more time for 

both the agents’ public preferences and true preferences to reach the stable state with the increase 

of the deceptive degree of public preferences and bounded confidences. 

The observations from Figure 1 can be explained as follows: With the increase of the 

deceptive degree of public preferences, the randomness of the updated preference for the agents 

will be strengthened, which will further lead to more time to reach the stable state. Meanwhile, the 

interaction with the agents who express the public preference with a larger deceptive degree will 

become more frequently with the increase in the bounded confidences, which will also lead to 

more time to reach the stable state. 
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Figure 2: The 
xNC  and yNC  values under different deceptive degree of the public preferences r  and 

different bounded confidence   

Figure 2 shows the number of clusters xNC  and yNC
 
with varying values of the 

deceptive degree of public preferences r  and bounded confidence  . It can be seen the 

following two observations: (1) both xNC  and yNC
 
values increase as r  increases, and (2) 

both xNC  and yNC
 
values decrease as   increases. This implies that the number of clusters 

for both public preferences and true preferences will increase with the increase in the deceptive 

degree of public preferences. Meanwhile, the opposite result will happen with the increase of 

bounded confidences. 

These two observations from Figure 2 can be explained as follows: As mentioned above, the 

randomness of the updated preference for the agents will increase with the increase of the 

deceptive degree of public preferences. Consequently, more clusters in the stable state will be 

yielded. Meanwhile, more agents will have more opportunities to communicate with each other 

with the increase of the bounded confidences, which will lead to less clusters in the stable state. 
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Figure 3: The CRE  values under different deceptive degree of the public preferences r  and different bounded 

confidence   

In Figure 3, the correct rate of estimated confidence sets with varying values of the deceptive 

degree of public preferences r  and bounded confidence   are illustrated, and the following 

two observations can be drawn: (1) the  value decreases as r  increases, and (2) the 

 value increases as   increases. 

These two observations from Figure 3 can be explained as follows: With the increase of 

deceptive degree of public preferences, it will become much harder for the agents to estimate the 

preferences with the higher accuracy. As a result, the lower correct rate of estimated confidence 

sets will be yielded.  

Meanwhile, with the increase of the bounded confidences, the agents will have more 

opportunities to communicate with each other, which will further lead to the increase of the scale 

of the confidence sets. Consequently, this will lead to the higher correct rate of estimated 

confidence sets. 
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Figure 4: The SL  values under different deceptive degree of the public preferences r  and different bounded 

confidence   

Figure 4 shows the size of the lies with varying values of the deceptive degree of public 

preference r  and bounded confidence  . It is observed that: (1) the SL  value increases as r  

increases, and (2) the SL  value increases as   increases. These observations imply that with 

the increase of the deceptive degree of public preferences and bounded confidences, less agents 

choose to express the true preferences. 

These two observations from Figure 4 can be explained as follows: In the simulation, we find 

that the values of 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i iy t x t  increase with the increase in the deceptive degree of public 

opinions and bounded confidences. Generally, large values of 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i iy t x t  indicate that the 

values for 
* *| ( ) ( ) |ij iz t x t  are large, which leads to large size of lies. 

4.2 The influence of the ratio of honest agents 

In Section 4.1 all agents are assumed to be dishonest, while in this section discusses the 

existence of honest agents. Let p ( 0 1p  ) be the proportion of agents that are honest. In the 

simulation, without loss of generality, it is assumed the first p N  agents iA  

( 1,2,...,i N p  ) are the honest agents, and the other (1 )p N 
 agents iA  

( 1, 2,...,i N p N p N     ) are not. Then, for the first p N
 honest agents, their initial 

true preferences (0)ix  ( 1,2,...,i N p  ) are uniformly and randomly selected from [0, 1], and 
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(0) (0) (0)ij i iz y x  .  

For the other (1 )p N   agents 
iA  ( 1, 2,...,i N p N p N     ), their initial true 

preferences (0)ix , public preferences (0)iy , and communicated preferences (0)ijz , and the 

value of the trust level ij  are generated in the same way as described in Section 4.1. 

Next, let  and 0.5r  , the influences of the ratio of honest agents p  and the 

trust level   on the HK bounded confidence model are studied and analyzed in Figures 5-8.  

 

Figure 5: The 
xST  and yST

 
values under different ratio of honest agents  and different bounded  

Confidence   

Figure 5 shows the variation of stabilization times xST  and yST  with respect to p  and

 . From Figure 5, we observe both the values of xST  and yST decrease as p  increases. This 

implies that it takes less time for the agents to reach the stable state with the increase in the 

number of honest agents. This can be explained as follows: with the increase in the number of 

honest agents, the agents will have a lower number of other agents’ preferences to estimate and so 

the opinions will be with smaller randomness, which would lead to less time to reach the stable 

state. 
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Figure 6: The 
xNC  and yNC  values under different ratio of honest agents p  and different bounded 

confidence   

Figure 6 shows the variation of the number of clusters xNC  and yNC
 
with respect to p  

and  . It is observed that both xNC  and yNC  values decrease as p  increases. This implies 

that fewer clusters will appear with the increase in the number of honest agents, which can be 

explained as follows: With the increase of the number of honest agents, more agents will observe 

and estimate an uniform preference for the same agent, which will lead to the updated preferences 

with the smaller differences. Thus, fewer clusters on the opinion of agents will appear. 

 

Figure 7: The CRE  values under different ratio of honest agents p  and different bounded confidence   
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increase of the number of the honest agents, the accuracy of the estimated preferences for each 

agent will be strengthened. Thus, in this situation, a higher correct rate of estimated confidence 

sets will result.  

 

Figure 8: The SL  values under different ratio of honest agents p  and different bounded confidence   

From Figure 8, which shows the size of the lies with respect to p  and  , it is observed 

that the SL  value decreases as p  increases, which imply that: more agents choose to express 

their true preferences with the increase of the number of honest agents. 

This can be explained as follows: the values of 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i iy t x t  of non honest agents will 

decrease with the increase of the number of honest agents, which will further decrease the 

difference of the values of 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i iy t x t . Thus, in this situation, the smaller size of lies will 

be yielded. 

4.3 The influence of the trust levels 

In this section, all agents are assumed to be dishonest. Their initial true preferences , 

public preferences (0)iy , and communicated preferences (0)ijz
 
are generated in the same way 

as described in Section 4.1. As commented in section 3.1, this paper assumes the trust levels 

among the agents don’t evolve over time. Let   denote the maximum threshold for the trust 

levels among the agents, where [0,1]  . Then, the trust level ij  is a random number 

sampled from the uniform distribution on the interval [0, ] .Obviously, the larger   values 

indicate the larger trust levels among the agents. 
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Next, let 500N   and 0.5r  , the influences of the trust level   and the bounded 

confidence   on the HK bounded confidence model are studied and analyzed in Figures 9-12. 

 

Figure 9: The 
xST  and yST

 
values under different trust level   and different bounded confidence   

Figure 9 shows the variation of stabilization times xST  and yST
 
with respect to   and

 . From Figure 9, both the values of xST  and yST
 
increase at slow speed as   increases. 

This implies that: the increase of trust levels among the agents has weak influence on the increase 

of time for reaching the stable state. 

This can be explained as follows: With the increase of the trust levels among the agents, the 

estimated preferences of the agents will be prone to the communicated preferences that the agents 

received, which will further lead to the difference on the estimated preferences of the same agent. 

Meanwhile, in the simulation we observe: When setting different trust levels, there exist the 

smaller differences among the estimated preferences for the same agent. Furthermore, the 

randomness of updated preferences will increase at slow speed. As a result, the time for reaching 

the stable state increases at slow speed. 
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Figure 10: The 
xNC  and yNC  values under different trust level   and different bounded confidence   

Figure 10 shows the variation of the number of clusters xNC  and yNC
 
with respect to 

  and  . Both xNC  and yNC  values increase at slow speed as   increases. This implies 

that: the increase of trust levels among the agents has weak influence on the increase of number of 

clusters. 

This can be explained as follows: In the simulation, we observe the differences on the 

estimated preferences of the same agent will increase at slow speed with the increase of the trust 

levels among the agents. Thus, in this situation, the number of clusters increases at slow speed. 

 

Figure 11: The CRE  values under different trust level   and different bounded confidence   

Figure 11 shows the correct rate of estimated confidence sets with respect to   and  . It 

is observed that the CRE  values increase as   increases. This implies that the higher correct 

rate of estimated confidence set will be yielded with the increase of the trust levels among the 
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agents. This can be explained as follows: With the increase of the trust levels among the agents, 

the communicated preferences of agents will be prone to their true preferences. Consequently, a 

higher correct rate of estimated confidence sets will result.  

 

Figure 12: The SL  values under different trust level   and different bounded confidence   

Figure 12 shows the size of the lies with respect to   and  , it is observed that the SL  

value decreases as   increases, which imply that: more agents choose to express their true 

preferences with the increase of the trust levels among the agents. 

This can be explained as follows: With the increase of the trust levels among the agents, the 

estimated preferences of agents will be prone to the communicated preferences they received, 

which will lead to the smaller values of 
* *| ( ) ( ) |i ijj

x t z t  after the preference evolution. 

Thus, in this situation, the smaller size of lies will be yielded. 

The observations in Sections 4.1-4.3 can be summarized as follows: 

(i) With the increase of the deceptive degree of public preferences, both the agents’ public 

preferences and true preferences will take more time to reach the stable state, more clusters for 

both public preferences and true preferences will appear, and the lower correct rate of estimated 

confidence sets and the larger size of lies will be yielded. 

(ii)With the increase of the number of honest agents, both the agents’ public preferences and 

true preferences will take less time to reach the stable state, fewer clusters for both public 

preferences and true preferences will appear, and the higher correct rate of estimated confidence 

sets and the smaller size of lies will be yielded. 
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(iii)With the increase of the trust levels among the agents, the higher correct rate of estimated 

confidence sets and the smaller size of lies will be yielded. And the increase of the trust levels 

among the agents has weakly influence on the increase of time for reaching the stable state and the 

number of clusters. 

(iv)With the increase of the bounded confidence, both the agents’ public preferences and true 

preferences will take more time to reach the stable state, fewer clusters for both public preferences 

and true preferences will appear, and the higher correct rate of estimated confidence sets and the 

larger size of lies will be yielded. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, we investigated the evolution of preferences with deceptive interactions and 

heterogeneous trust in bounded confidence model. In the proposed model, agents are assumed to 

be dishonest, and will express different preferences to different agents based on the trust level 

among them. An agent-based simulation was carried out to investigate the influences of the 

deceptive degree of public preferences, the group average trust and the ratio of honest agents on 

the bounded confidence model. It was shown that the deceptive interactions and heterogeneous 

trust strongly impacts the evolution of preferences. 

Deceptive/dishonest interaction is a common phenomenon, and thus the proposed model can 

provide a good approximation to the opinions dynamic problem and, consequently, can be applied 

to address real opinion interaction problems. For example, when government attempts to analyze 

the dynamics of public opinions on a new chemical project, insurance scheme or political reform, 

some citizens may not express true preferences to the issue due to factors such as social pressure 

and lack of trust. Meanwhile, some agents may still insist on expressing their preferences to all the 

agents honestly. Thus, our proposal can predict the formation of public preferences to provide a 

better decision support for government in those cases. 

Although the HK bounded confidence model is a popular tool in opinions dynamic, it is still 

necessary to investigate the influences of the deceptive interactions and heterogeneous trust on the 

formation of preferences based on the use of different opinions dynamic model (e.g., voter model 

and DG model etc.). On the other hand, it is necessary to investigate the social network group 

consensus reaching process [50-51] with consideration of deceptive interactions. 
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